
ANKARA ATATÜRK ANADOLU LİSESİ İNGİLİZCE DERSİ  

2023-2024 EĞİTİM ÖĞRETİM YILI I.DÖNEM 2. YAZILI ORTAK KONU SORU DAĞILIM 

TABLOSU VE UYGULANAN SENARYO  

 

9.SINIF (8.SENARYO) OKUL GENELİNDE YAPILACAK ORTAK SINAV 

KAZANIMLAR BÖLÜM 
SAYISI 

UNIT1:STUDYING ABROAD  

E9.1.R2. Students will be able to find specific information in a simple 
text about jobs/nationalities/countries. 

         1 

UNIT2: MY ENVIRONMENT            

E9.2.R1. Students will be able to read a simple text for specific 
information about their neighbourhood/city etc. 

         1   

UNIT 3: MOVIES          

E9.3.R2.Students will be able to find the main idea of a text about 
movies. 

         1    

E9.3.W1. Students will be able to write their opinions on a blog.           2 

TOPLAM           5 

          

 

10.SINIF (8.SENARYO) OKUL GENELİNDE YAPILACAK ORTAK SINAV 

KAZANIMLAR BÖLÜM 
SAYISI 

UNIT 3: LEGENDARY FIGURE  

E10.3.R1. Students will be able to scan a short story to fill in the 
timelines with events and dates. 

2 

E10.3.R2. Students will be able to answer the questions about past 
events given in a reading text. 

1 

E10.3.W1. Students will be able to write the end of a given 
unfinished story. 

1 

Toplam 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11.SINIF (8.SENARYO) OKUL GENELİNDE YAPILACAK ORTAK SINAV 

KAZANIMLAR SORU 
BÖLÜM 
SAYISI 

UNIT1:FUTURE JOBS  

E11.1.W1. Students will be able to write CVs/Letters of intent for 
different job applications. 

1 

UNIT2: HOBBIES AND SKILLS  

E11.2.R2. Students will be able to paraphrase information in a text 
about people’s choices. 

1 

E11.2.W1. Students will be able to write a paragraph about their 

interests and abilities. 

1 

UNIT 3: HARD TIMES  

E11.3.R2. Students will be able to analyze a short story (plot, 

setting, climax, characters etc.) to summarize it. 

1 

E11.3.R3. Students will be able to identify thesis statement, topic 
sentences, supporting points and examples in a given sample essay 
about a challenge. 

2 

E11.3.W1. Students will be able to complete the missing parts of 

a short story with their own words. 

1 

UNIT 4: WHAT A LIFE  

E11.4.R1. Students will be able to order the events in the 

biography of a famous person/ inventor/ scientist/ celebrity. 

2 

E11.4.W1. Students will be able to write an essay about a well-

known figure from Turkish history. 

1 

TOPLAM 10 

 

 

                

 

             

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

12.SINIF (8.SENARYO) OKUL GENELİNDE YAPILACAK ORTAK SINAV 

UNIT1: MUSIC SORU 
BÖLÜM 
SAYISI 

E12.1.R2. Students will be able to analyze surveys/interviews to 

answer related questions. 

1 

E12.1.W1. Students will be able to write a survey report on their 

friends’/teachers’ music preferences. 

1 

UNIT 2 FRIENDSHIP  

E12.2.R1. Students will be able to find irrelevant content about 

the descriptions of the people in a text. 

1 

E12.2.R2. Students will be able to identify the main conclusions 

in argumentative texts. 

1 

E12.2.W1. Students will be able to write an opinion essay about 
qualities of a good friend by stating reasons. 

1 

UNIT 3: HUMAN RIGHTS  

E12.3.R1. Students will be able to find the supporting ideas in a 

text about good practices on human rights around the world. 

1 

E12.3.R2. Students will be able to match the paragraphs with the 

correct phrases/visuals (children rights/gender equality/animal 

rights/the rights of disadvantaged people, etc.). 

1 

E12.3.W1. Students will be able to write mottos/slogans about 

human rights. 

1 

UNIT 4: COMING SOON  

E12.4.R2. Students will be able to reorder the scrambled steps of 

a cyber game in a text. 

1 

E12.4.W2. Students will be able to compose a cyber game 

scenario. 

1 

TOPLAM 10 

 

            

 

           

 


